ABSTRACT An important challenge in network virtualization is the process of assigning physical resources to virtual network requests, where virtual node resources represent the demands of IT capacities while virtual links are connected between pairs of virtual nodes. Due to their special characteristics, physical optical network infrastructures requires specific strategies to solve this problem, called virtual optical network embedding (VONE). This paper presents a survey on most relevant VONE schemes found in the literature. A discussion of important algorithmic aspects of this problem is presented, such as optical-layer restrictions, global performance metrics, and possible research directions. In addition, we propose a new taxonomy of VONE approaches, considering the type of optical networks, dynamic or static scenarios, and the optimization method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing applications require distributed datacenters interconnected through high data transfer and low delay networks [1] . Besides, many companies are offering cloud IT Infrastructure on demand (processing capacity, memory, storage) and networking connections under an IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) model. For these reasons, the provisioning of increased cloud-based services requires a high level of virtualization in datacenter and networking resources.
The problem of optimally mapping virtual networks over a physical network is usually named Virtual Network Embedding (VNE), and it is the main resource allocation challenge in network virtualization [2] . Optical infrastructures are addressed in a separated way from virtualization of other network technologies (generic packet networks or wireless networks) because of its specific properties in the optical layer.
Efficient virtual network allocation strategies for generic networks cannot be directly applied to optical infrastructures. There are many publications in the specialized literature that deal with VNE problems over optical networks, called in this work Virtual Optical Network Embedding (VONE). This problem is usually analyzed as a joint virtualization of IT and networking resources.
In this work, we present a comprehensive survey of the main approaches for VONE problem, focusing on algorithmic aspects and challenges. We also discuss main differences in the modeling of the physical network, due mainly to different technologies used in the optical layer. A novel taxonomy of the existing publications is introduced, in addition to a discussion on problem parameters, performance metrics and optimization strategies.
As existing publications, we focused on articles in journals and proceedings of conferences, published from 2011 to July 2017, considering that known VONE papers for cloud applications have been published since 2011. All studied articles present at least one embedding procedure of virtual network requests over an optical physical infrastructure (see Table 1 ). We can see that a considerable interest on this problem starts around 2013. The number of publications in journals has clearly increased in the last years.
Finally, emerging directions or opportunities for future research over VONE are presented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, a VONE problem formulation is given, presenting restrictions and objective functions, while considering a single virtual optical requirement allocation. In Section III, a discussion of VONE global performance metrics is presented. Next, some optical network optimization problems related to VONE are analyzed. The proposed VONE taxonomy follows in Section V. A discussion on main challenges and issues for future work on VONE is presented in Section VI, while Section VII concludes this work.
II. VIRTUAL OPTICAL NETWORK EMBEDDING
In this section we present how physical and virtual networks are usually modeled, analyzing restrictions and objective functions in the assignment of an individual virtual network requirement, called here VON (Virtual Optical Network) requirement. We also present global efficiency metrics for the evaluation of a VONE approach.
A. PHYSICAL OPTICAL NETWORK
The physical optical network is modeled as a undirected graph G P = (N P , L P ) where N P is the set of physical optical nodes and L P is the set of bi-directional physical optical links.
Each physical optical node n P ∈ N P can be characterized by a set of attributes R n that help define whether a specific physical node can host a virtual node. They may be:
• Computing capacity: Each physical node is considered as connected to a datacenter whose available computing capacity is represented by a single parameter c n , usually called computing resource capacity. Some works, such as [3] and [4] , characterize each datacenter with a set of IT resources as CPU, memory, storage and number of virtual machines. Barra et al. [5] and González et al. [6] consider this computing capacity as provided by a router connected to a physical node. From the algorithmic perspective, they may be considered as the same attribute.
• A geographical location.
• Elements of the optical node architecture as quantity of sliceable transceivers [7] , or transponders, regenerators and switching capabilities [8] . Each physical optical link l P ∈ L P interconnects physical optical nodes. They may also be characterized by a set of attributes as:
• Available bandwidth: Indicates its capacity to support data traffic. According to the type of optical network, this parameter can refer to available wavelengths for Single-line Rate (SLR) or Multi-line Rate (MLR) networks [9] and available spectra or frequency slots for flex-grid Elastic Optical Networks (EON) [10] (see details in Section V).
• Link length/latency, in order to consider QoS restrictions [4] .
• Utilization link Cost, which in turn is often related to link length [11] .
• Link Reliability for survivability issues [12] .
B. VIRTUAL OPTICAL NETWORK REQUIREMENT
Each virtual optical network requirement (VON requirement) is also modeled as a undirected graph
where N V is the set of virtual nodes and L V is the set of virtual links. The requirements of each virtual node or virtual link are typically related with the same parameters that characterizes a physical node or link.
For dynamic VONE, however, an important attribute of each VON requirement is its Holding Time (HT) which defines how long this VON will hold physical network resources, if embedded.
C. INDIVIDUAL ALLOCATION OF A VON REQUIREMENT
A VONE problem instance can consist of many VON requirements to be allocated. However, in all reviewed papers (see Table 1 ) the VONE algorithm processes only one VON requirement at a time. For dynamic scenarios it is the only way to allocate them, but for static VONE, since all VON requirements are known at a given time, it is possible another approach, e.g. to map first all virtual nodes from all VON requirements, and then to map all virtual links. Therefore, considering all VON requirements simultaneously for static VONE might be considered a challenge for future work.
In what follows, we summarize details of an individual VON allocation.
A VONE algorithm tries to efficiently allocate virtual nodes into physical nodes, and virtual links into paths formed by optical links. Therefore, a VON allocation process can be divided in two mapping functions: 1) Virtual Optical Node Mapping (VONM), which assigns to each optical virtual node, a physical node: VONM = f : n V → n P 2) Virtual Optical Link Mapping (VOLM), which assigns to each virtual link request, a path of consecutive physical links: VOLM = f : l V → p P , p P ∈ P P where P P is the set of all possible optical paths or lightpaths between the pair of physical nodes which host the corresponding pair of virtual nodes interconnected by l V .
D. APPLICABLE RESTRICTIONS TO A VON ALLOCATION
A feasible solution must comply with specified restrictions, as:
• Physical candidate node/link must have sufficient resources to satisfy the requirements of the virtual node/link to be mapped.
• VONM is usually performed following an n:1 relationship, i.e. multiple virtual nodes of distinct VON requirements can be mapped into a single physical node with enough resources. For survivability reasons, two virtual nodes of the same VON requirement cannot be 20894 VOLUME 6, 2018 mapped to the same physical node. A different approach can be found in [5] , where the authors analyze the benefits of ''revisitation'' a physical node in the same VON requirement.
• For VOLM, each virtual link is usually mapped to one lightpath. Physical links can be part of different virtual links, i.e. the VOLM is performed following an m:n relationship. Some works, such as [13] - [16] , assume that the VON requirements support multipath virtual concatenation, in an effort to optimize the use of bandwidth. In those publications, a virtual link is mapped over multiple paths, which comply as a whole with the requirements of the virtual link.
• Wavelength/Spectrum Resource Constraint: A possibly large but limited bandwidth or data bit rate, expressed as a number of wavelengths (for SLR or MLR networks) or frequency slots/subcarriers (for EON networks) is supported for each physical optical link [17] (for more details, see Section V).
• Wavelength/Spectrum Continuity Constraint: In absence of optical-electronic-optical (O-E-O) wavelength/ spectrum converter devices in physical nodes, the same wavelength/spectrum must be allocated to a lightpath. The networks that comply with this constraint are called optical transparent networks. Some works suppose full/partial conversion capacity in all nodes, dealing with optical opaque networks [17] .
• Spectrum Contiguity Constraint: In EON physical networks, all spectrum slots assigned to a virtual link may be required to be contiguous [10] .
• Wavelength/Spectrum Utilization (Clashing) Constraint: Each wavelength/frequency slot must be assigned to a single lightpath [8] , [13] , [18] .
• Physical Layer Impairments: Physical layer impairments (PLI) are usually categorized into single channel and multi-channel impairments [17] . [19] . Figure 1 shows an example of an optical physical network with datacenter resources at each physical node. Two VON requirements are embedded, with their nodes mapped to datacenters according to their IT requirements. Virtual links (in red) are mapped to paths in the physical optical network. 
E. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR A VON ALLOCATION
Each VON allocation may be chosen to optimize a single objective function, or multiple objective functions, in order to choose the most convenient solution among all feasible alternatives. In this sense, each VON allocation can be considered as an optimization problem, with a discrete and finite number of solutions that satisfy specific restrictions.
A single VON allocation problem can be expressed as Integer Linear Programming (ILP) or Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulations [20] . Alternatively, heuristics or metaheuristics may also be considered and the optimization objectives are related to priorities in the search of a good solution [21] .
VON allocation objectives usually try to minimize the use of network resources, which can be expressed as: total physical link cost [22] , maximum index of used frequency slot or wavelength [23] , etc. Some works as [24] - [26] present algorithms that look for minimizing the use of physical network components, such as transponders, Reconfigurable Add-Drop Multiplexers (ROADMs), etc. Other papers such as [27] - [29] are concerned with energy efficiency and try to keep unused the maximum number of physical links/nodes.
Note that a couple of the above mentioned objectives have almost the same direction. In fact, minimizing the use of physical network transponders are strongly correlated with minimizing total number of used frequency slots or wavelengths. However, they are usually treated as different objectives in different papers, even though they produce similar results.
F. EMBEDDING OF A VIRTUAL NETWORK
After a successful mapping calculation of a VON requirement, the process follows with the embedding of the VON, in which physical resource requirements must be subtracted from available physical network resources. On the contrary, if the VON requirement could not be mapped, it must be rejected or blocked, and the global VONE performance metrics are usually updated.
The problem of an individual VON allocation, (and the more complex VONE problem), is known to be NP-hard, as it can be reduced to a multi-way separator problem [30] . Even the VOLM sub-problem can be reduced to an unsplittable flow problem [31] and thus it is also NP-hard.
III. VONE GLOBAL PERFORMANCE METRICS
A VONE problem instance can consist of many VON requirements, which can arrive in a time basis (for dynamic online VONE problems), or can be known in advance, as in the static offline VONE problem.
The result of an individual VON allocation does not mark the real efficiency of the whole VONE process. In fact, the VONE efficiency is typically measured with global Performance Metrics. In other words, a VONE process comprises the allocation of multiple VON requirements and it is evaluated by global Performance Metrics, which can only be computed at the end of a complete VONE allocation process, evaluating how efficient was the used VONE strategy in achieving some measurable global objectives.
For online VONE simulations, the end of a VONE process is usually considered after a certain number of VON requirements were processed, or when certain amount of traffic load was reached. On the other hand, for offline VONE, the performance metrics are computed once all the known VON requirements were processed.
Performance metrics can be classified into those related to objectives of: (i) resources spending/economical profit, (ii) Quality of Service issues, and (iii) others.
A. RESOURCES SPENDING/ECONOMICAL PROFIT METRICS
These type of metrics try to measure how efficient is the VONE method to get profit or to accept the maximum number of VON requirements. It is usually calculated as:
1) ACCEPTANCE RATIO
It measures the relation between the number of accepted (not blocked) VON requirements (VON Acc ) to the total number of VON requirements considered in the process (VON Tot ):
This metric does not consider the size of each VON requirement, in terms of number of required resources; therefore, it may not reflect real potential lost revenue for the Infrastructure Provider (InP) [36] , which owns the physical network.
For online problems, instead of this metric, it is usually considered its complement ''Blocking probability'' or ''Blocking Rate'' [32] - [34] :
where VON Block is the number of blocked VON requirements, and therefore:
Another way to measure this aspect is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of first block occurrence, usually considered in online VONE problems with incremental traffic (VON requirements with no lifetime) such as in [4] and [35] .
Even though the Acceptance Ratio is presented in this section as a Spending/Economical Profit metric, it also may be classified as a QoS metric. In fact, the InP would prefer a VONE procedure with higher Acceptance Ratio since this would mean more revenue; but at the same time, from the perspective of the InP clients, this metric may be also considered as related to QoS.
2) EMBEDDING COST
This performance metric computes the number of physical resources that were needed to embed accepted requests. Some works, such as [12] and [37] , compute the total cost of wavelengths or spectrum utilization, while others as [38] also consider node resources employed for allocating virtual networks.
The i-th VON requirement will be denoted as VON i . The embedding cost of a single VON i (Cost VON i ) can be considered as proportional to physical resources needed to perform virtual node and virtual link mappings:
where c P n,i represents physical node resources assigned to virtual nodes of VON i ; B P l,i are physical link resources (as bandwidth or wavelength) assigned to virtual links of VON i ; while γ and δ are coefficients that relate real costs per time unit of node resources and bandwidth resources of physical paths respectively. At the same time, HT i is the Holding Time (lifetime) of a single request VON i . If the problem is a static VONE, HT i can be considered as equal to 1, or it may not be considered at all.
The Embedding Cost performance metric (Embed.Cost) can be defined as the sum of all the embedding costs corresponding to accepted (not blocked) VON requirements:
This metric does not consider neither the number of blocked VON requirements, nor the number of total resources successfully embedded, so it may also be considered as a partial view of VONE efficiency.
3) EMBEDDING REVENUE
This metric considers the earned revenue of a VON requirement as proportional to the resources requested (total IT resources requested as node resources, plus total network resources requested, as link resources).
The potential revenue of a single VON i , or Revenue VON i (which can be effective, once embedded) can be defined as 
VNE-NP metric is defined in [41] as:
This metric takes into account both the ability of the VONE process in avoiding blocking VON requirement, and the efficiency in physical resources utilization.
6) PHYSICAL NODE COMPONENT UTILIZATION
The utilization of physical node components (e.g. transponders, ROADMs and Regenerators) for a VONE process is analyzed by [24] - [26] and [42] - [44] . The objective is to minimize the number of such devices in order to mitigate cost of physical network.
B. QUALITY OF SERVICES METRICS
Optical VON requirement embedding is a service provided by an InP, complying with a Service Level Agreement that must be fulfilled. The ability of a VONE method in satisfactorily complying with these requirements is measured by Performance Metrics related to Quality of Service, such as:
1) AVERAGE LENGTH OF VIRTUAL LINKS
This metric describes the average length of lightpaths that interconnect virtual nodes [45] , [46] . It is a good indicator of virtual link average latency, especially in transparent infrastructures, where there is not any O-E-O device to cause additional delays [47] .
If the length of each physical link is considered the same, this metric is equivalent to measure average physical hops.
2) MAXIMUM STRESS LEVEL
It reflects maximum number of virtual entities that are mapped into a single physical network component [2] , [48] .
For survivability reasons, it is desirable that the traffic would be balanced in the whole physical network. The stress level can be measured, for example, as the standard deviation of the number of virtual components in physical resources (as nodes or links) [49] .
3) CONTENT/NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
This metric evaluates the reachability of distributed and redundant content (multimedia, applications, etc.) in the physical network [50] .
4) VIRTUAL NETWORK RELIABILITY
Guo et al. in [12] propose a method of embedding virtual optical networks, considering multicast traffic and the reliability of virtual resources (links/ nodes) with max-min fairness, i.e. looking for a minimum variation among calculated reliability of virtual network components. They only consider node reliability. The authors present in this work an MILP model to formulate the problem in IP over optical OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing) networks, using a set of pre-calculated k-shortest paths for each possible source/destination pair. They also present a Genetic Algorithm with a lower complexity to solve the VONE problem.
5) EXECUTION TIME
For online or dynamic problems, the VONE algorithm must be executed in short running times, to permit the immediate start of configuration changes in the physical network. ILP/MILP formulations running times are very critical, especially for complex instances of the problem.
C. OTHER METRICS
These metrics are related to topics that are usually treated jointly with VONE problem, as reconfiguration and survivability. Besides, they can be mapped as economical profit metrics as well as QoS metrics.
1) RECONFIGURATION METRICS
Works that address Virtual Network Reconfiguration look for better utilization of the physical network avoiding potential risk of VON requirement blocking by migrating virtual links and virtual nodes already mapped. The applied metrics can be: Number of node migrations [51] , [52] , Number of migrated lightpaths [18] , or Migration cost [53] . VOLUME 6, 2018
2) SURVIVABILITY METRICS
The Resilience property of an embedding process has strong relation with implementing a protection scheme of survivability against physical failures. Backup lightpaths can be pre-computed using a shared or dedicated approach. In a shared approach, backup resources are assigned to more than one possible failure, while in a dedicated approach backup resources are not shared. The metrics to be considered may be: Number of migrations after a failure, or the Recovery Ratio when availability of backup links is not ensured. The risk of disconnection is studied by [54] considering situations when a disaster in a network region occurs.
IV. OPTICAL NETWORK OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS RELATED TO VONE
In this section we present some relevant optical networking optimization problems which are somehow related to the VONE problem. Their most important aspects will be presented, with focus on their differences with the above studied VONE formulation.
A. ROUTING AND WAVELENGTH ALLOCATION (RWA)/ ROUTING AND SPECTRUM ALLOCATION (RSA)
Routing and Wavelength Allocation (RWA) as well as Routing and Spectrum Allocation (RSA) problems optimally route an unicast connection demand over an optical network and they have been widely studied in the literature [55] , [56] . RWA is applied to WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) optical networks, while, with some additional restrictions, RSA is applied to EON (or flex-grid) optical networks. The required bandwidth can be expressed as a number of wavelength channels (for WDM networks) or a number of contiguous Frequency Slots (FS) for EON networks. In some cases, the required bit-rate is specified and it is necessary to choose a modulation technique, which in turn will indicate the needed spectrum. The problem is then called Routing, Modulation and Spectrum Assignment (RMSA).
From the VONE perspective, RWA/RSA approaches can be used in the VOLM (Virtual Optical Link Mapping) subproblem (see section II) to assign resources to a set of virtual links, with virtual nodes previously mapped.
B. VIRTUAL NETWORK TOPOLOGY (VNT) MAPPING
In this problem, one or several Virtual Topologies must be mapped over a physical optical network. Each virtual topology is formed by: (i) a sub-set of physical nodes already defined, and (ii) a set of virtual links, with a specified bandwidth request, formed by paths over physical links [57] .
Therefore, the problem can be considered as a combined RWA/RSA for a set of virtual links with defined node locations; however, the whole set of virtual links should be mapped, otherwise the complete virtual topology must be blocked or rejected.
Comparing it with a VONE problem, it is similar to a VOLM sub-problem for large, complex VON requirements.
Resources in physical and virtual nodes are not defined.
Some other early virtual network mapping works, such as [22] and [48] , do not explain how VONM was performed at each single VON allocation, and they only focus on the VOLM process. In these works, the problem is usually called Virtual Optical Network Allocation (VONA). They refer that VONM was performed following some geographic location requirements, with no detailed explanation.
C. VIRTUAL INFRASTRUCTURE MAPPING
Virtual Infrastructure Mapping problem studies the optimal allocation of a set of connection demands, each one defined by:
• a single physical node in the optical network, which is the source node;
• a requirement of certain computing capacity, usually represented by a number of CPU units, which must be provided by one of the datacenters;
• some specified bandwidth, represented by a number of EON frequency slots (FS) or WDM channels. Virtual Infrastructure Mapping can then be considered as a set of anycast connections between the source node and any of the different physical nodes with enough computing resources [58] , [59] .
We can see that each Virtual Infrastructure demand can be considered as a VON requirement with: (i) only a pair of virtual nodes and a single virtual link, and (ii) the location of the source node is given. Table 2 summarizes these optimization problems in terms of their input/output.
V. A CLASSIFICATION OF VONE APPROACHES
In this section, a classification method for VONE approaches is proposed. It is then applied to classify main specialized publications found in the literature following a new taxonomy summarized in Table 4 . The proposed classification is based on three classification criteria: i) Physical network technology, ii) VONE version, and iii) Optimization method. These three classification criteria generate four different dimensions in our proposed taxonomy (see Table 3 ), as it will be soon explained. In addition, some complementary concepts are also discussed, to complete the proposed classification.
A. CLASSIFICATION CRITERION CONSIDERING PHYSICAL NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES
Ongoing development of optical technologies forces researchers to face VONE problem considering different approaches related to the technology of the physical infrastructure, and thus, a specific strategy could not be directly applicable for a different approach. Therefore, it is necessary to define from the beginning which technology is considered for designing a specific algorithm.
Changes are given principally in the deployment of high data rate Bandwidth-Variable transponders (BVtransponders) and with sophisticated modulation techniques, 
such as O-OFDM (Optical Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing).
This technological evolution is pushed by an ever increasing demand for bandwidth and the emerging of new services as multimedia on demand [10] .
Besides, new paradigms such as SDN (Software-Defined Networking) claim for a more manageable and elastic optical network. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) grid, which reserves optical spectrum for Dense-Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) networks, now includes a ''flexible grid'' with Frequency Slots (FS) of 12.5 GHz [60] .
Furthermore, when planning a VONE strategy, it is very important to know whether the network has O-E-O conversion capabilities at each optical node or not. The availability of such devices indicate if the Wavelength/Spectrum Continuity Constraint must be satisfied or not (see Section II.D).
With these considerations, the proposed classification of VONE approaches taking into account physical technologies may be done in two ways:
1) FIXED-GRID OR FLEX-GRID NETWORKS
• Fixed-grid Optical Networks: Conventional WDM optical networks follow a fixed division of 50 GHz per wavelength channel. Each transponder may use just one wavelength channel. A VON requirement can require virtual links of one or more channels, but each channel must be utilized separately [10] . These transponders may provide the same bit rate for the Single Line Rate (SLR) optical networks, or different bit rates for Multi Line Rate (MLR) optical networks [42] . In the last case, bit rates can be variable, e.g. 10, 40 or 100 Gbps in different channels of a single optical fiber, emerging new restrictions due to multi-channel PLI.
• Flex-grid Optical Networks: Also called Elastic Optical Networks (EON) [10] . In these networks, BV-transponders use channels that span one or several contiguous frequency-slots or FS, depending on: distance of the physical link, modulation format, and bitrate needed. Thus, transponders with high bit-rates do not have to be limited to a 50 GHz channel. Besides, transponders with low bit-rates do not have to use an entire 50 GHz channel but only the FS needed. This way, the fiber bandwidth is more efficiently used. Frequency slot bandwidth is defined in [60] . In some architectures, such as Spectrum-Sliced Elastic Optical Path Network (SLICE) and Flexible Optical WDM (FWDM) [61] , a lightpath can use just the spectrum needed, with no adjustment to any grid. The fiber bandwidth can be still divided into subcarriers, and from an algorithm perspective, there is no major difference and therefore they can be considered as EON. Figure 2 shows: a) a Fixed-grid SLR network spectrum with transponders of 10 Gbps, b) a Fixed-grid MLR network with transponders of 10, 40 and 100 Gbps, and c) a Flex-grid (EON) network with transponders of 10, 40 and 100 Gbps with a band guard of one FS.
2) TRANSPARENT OR OPAQUE OPTICAL NETWORK
• Transparent Optical Networks: In transparent optical networks, there is no possible wavelength or spectrum conversion, so all physical links in a lightpath must use the same channels or FSs. That means that in the VOLM process, each virtual link (mapped to a lightpath) must use the same spectrum. Conversion is only possible in source-destination nodes (virtual nodes), e.g. through electronic routers. Some works such as [23] , [46] , and [48] , define transparency more strictly, indicating that all virtual links belonging to the same VON should use the same spectrum, to ensure that the connections in the virtual network can be established all-optically. For this reason, every virtual link in a VON requirement has the same bandwidth requirement and the entire VON must use the same set of channels/FSs.
• Opaque Optical Networks: In opaque networks, a lightpath can take advantage of wavelength/spectrum conversions thanks to the existence of devices such as Wavelength/spectrum converters in optical nodes. This situation lets more efficient use of bandwidth, but with the penalty of a more expensive network and the corresponding addition of delay.
B. CLASSIFICATION CRITERION CONSIDERING VONE PROBLEM APPROACH
Authors can consider VONE as a dynamic (online) or static (offline) problem, depending if VON requirements are known in advance or not.
• Dynamic (online) problem, when VON requirements are not known a priori and they arrive in a time basis, taking them apart after their lifetimes expired. This dynamic traffic can cause high resource fragmentation in the physical network, and Virtual Optical Network Reconfiguration (VONR) methods as in [51] and [62] can be necessary to keep certain level of efficiency in resources utilization. The blocking probability is the most widely used performance metric to evaluate dynamic VONE problems [53] , [62] , [63] . Other works assume incremental traffic with no lifetime. A performance metric based on Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of first blocking occurrence can be applied as in [4] , [36] , and [64] .
• Static (offline) problem, i.e. when all VON requirements are known a priori. This problem addresses the planning of services, and the main question is whether the network can host a given number of virtual networks using some given quantity of physical resources. The main difference is that the algorithm can choose the order in which the VNRs are processed, being common that a VON requirement with more required resources is processed first [13] . Both versions (online/offline) can use the same VON allocation strategy, differing only in the sorting of requirements and the preferred performance metrics.
C. CLASSIFICATION CONSIDERING OPTIMIZATION METHOD
A very important part of any VONE process is the method to allocate a single or all VON requirements. Depending on the optimization method, we can categorize them as Exact, Heuristic or Metaheuristic.
• Exact methods: Authors propose ILP formulations [23] , [39] , [50] , [54] , or MILP formulations [17] , [22] , [24] , [65] to allocate a single VON requirement for online versions of VONE. Differences are mainly in the objective function. As it was pointed out, it is still not clear the relation between an objective while allocating a single requirement, and VONE global performance metric, that considers a global view of the whole process.
Pages et al. [66] propose an offline version of VONE in which VON requirements are first sorted according to some parameters and then an ILP is running several times, to allocate each VNR. Some works such as [12] , [21] , [26] , [27] , and [68] , formulate an exact method for the allocation of all VNR in one execution of an offline problem. The resulting process becomes very complex, and it can be used only in small instances (networks with few nodes/links).
• Heuristic methods: Exact solutions are not scalable to complex instance of VONE problems and execution time can be crucial, especially for online problems. So, many works have proposed heuristics that are less complex but only gives an approximation to the optimal solution. A coordinated heuristic method considering both subproblems (VONM and MOLM) jointly can also be used in a single stage, or alternatively in two sequential stages [2] .
• Metaheuristic methods: A few publications consider VONE as a combinatorial problem and apply metaheuristic methods with the aim of a more exhaustive search than a simple heuristic, with controlled running executions, as in [12] , [48] , and [69] . Table 3 summarizes the proposed classification considering three classification criteria that give rise to four different taxonomy dimensions, as already explained. The detailed classification using the proposed taxonomy over the universe of VONE approaches considered in this work, is presented in Table 4 . Blank cells indicate that no work has been found for these classes and it can be considered as research opportunities. Notice that a single reference (as [16] ) can be repeated several times, depending on how many different approaches it presents.
VI. RESEARCH ISSUES AND CHALLENGES RELATED TO VONE A. MULTI-OBJECTIVE APPROACHES
Strategies to solve VONE problems can be evaluated with different criteria, most of them related to concepts of Profit and Quality of Service, as observed in the diversity of performance metrics used by different authors.
Furthermore, for the allocation of a single VON requirement, we can take into consideration objectives that could be called local. These objectives are evident in approaches where an ILP or an MILP formulation is used.
Existing publications are limited to propose a strategy to solve a single VON requirement. Lately, global results are evaluated using one or two performance metrics, computed at the end of the entire VONE process of multiple VON mappings. The relation between local objectives for a single VON requirement and global performance metrics, are still not well studied and constitutes an interesting challenge for future research.
Besides, when more than one objective is applied in a single VON requirement mapping, we have a multiobjective VONE problem. Therefore, it could also be interesting to implement multi-objective optimization techniques as MOEA (Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm) and MOACO (Multi-objective Ant Colony Optimization), which have not yet been reported in the studied literature. That research opportunity may be interesting considering that in fact, the VONE problem may consider several objective functions at the same time, using concepts as Pareto dominance [94] . 
B. MULTI-DOMAIN PHYSICAL NETWORKS
There are only a few works [73] , [75] , [86] that address VONE problem considering more than one infrastructure provider. Details of network topology, IT resources or link bandwidths can be considered confidential for owners of each domain, or restricted for corporate policy reasons. Only partial information could be available for the central entity that manages mapping of virtual nodes and links for a VON requirement.
Considering the deployment of applications for SDN-based control plane that will ease the management of optical networks as well as the integration of IT and network resources for cloud services, VONE strategies for multidomain networks will need to be studied in more detail given that it is an important challenge for Future Internet.
As an example of a multi-domain VONE approach, the authors of [73] consider a centralized local controller for each domain, for computation of routes, resources and also intra-domain VONM and VOLM. Each local controller generates topology aggregation (TA) for a global controller that manages multi-domain VON requests. TA information is related to resources, costs and distances, but it is not the complete network topology of the physical domain. With this information, the global controller generates an ''aggregate network'' which is a summarized topology with no critical or confidential information. Figure 3 shows this situation with two optical network domains, each with its own local controller connected to a global controller, which manages a VON request and its embedding.
C. MULTICAST TRAFFIC
Multicast service oriented virtual networks over optical infrastructures are only studied by [12] and [21] . In these works, each VON request forms a multicast traffic tree, with a source in a virtual node and several destination virtual nodes. From an algorithmic point of view, it can be considered as a VON request with a star topology, with the source virtual node as a ''hub''. However, it is necessary to add some specific restrictions to the VONE problem for multicast services: • the virtual optical network must be mapped using the same spectrum for every virtual link, being a special case of transparent networks (not only each virtual link must be mapped on a lightpath using the same spectrum, but all virtual links);
• it is necessary to allocate splitters and signal regenerators to satisfy specific constraints when implementing those virtual network allocations. Gao et al. [12] starting from the knowledge of a ''node reliability'' parameter, propose an MILP model that tries to maximize the smallest reliability of all multicast VON request mapping (max-min fairness) in a general IP network. Next, the work presents a RAG (Reliability-Aware Genetic) algorithm, to address reliable multicast VON request mapping for OFDM-based EON networks.
D. RESILIENCE
Some works include in the VONE strategy a prevision to let network reaction in case of physical failures. The resilience can be obtained by reserving redundant resources for failure cases, or stipulating a strategy to follow when a failure occurs, that can keep connected virtual networks or minimize number of migrations [52] .
As an example, Colman-Meixner et al. in [54] implement an integral strategy to cover failures in case of a disaster in a network region. It presents a mapping approach that minimizes the risk of damage if a disaster occurs.
They apply a survivable mapping constraint that guarantees connectivity after a single link failure, applying a cut-disjoint method.
The survivability of a network is often treated in the optical layer, while it could be interesting to compare this approach to other strategies considering survivability at the virtualization layer, i.e. each virtual network with its own virtual backups, which can be shared or not, depending on the SLA (Service Level Agreement). Clearly, this ideas may generate new proposals and therefore, it may be considered as a research opportunity.
E. VIRTUAL OPTICAL NETWORK RECONFIGURATION
Reconfiguration, or virtual optical network migration techniques, are applied in a few works, as [18] , [52] , [62] , [70] . These strategies can be used as a tool to solve the embedding of a blocked VON request (in a reactive approach), or in a proactive approach, when the reconfiguration analysis is executed in a time basis, with the objective of getting a better efficiency in the use of physical links, avoiding bandwidth fragmentation. Besides, virtual node migration can improve load balance.
Virtual optical reconfiguration can be studied as a multiobjective problem, especially if Quality of Service is also taken into consideration (possible objective functions are SLA, reconfiguration time, number of disruptions, load balance, etc). Each virtual node or virtual link migration implies a temporal disruption in the service with important 20902 VOLUME 6, 2018 data losses, even if the service disruption takes only a few seconds.
F. ENERGY SAVING VONE
Recently, planning networks considering energy saving has become an important topic for research. Aspects as the option to turn off not used devices, setting aside load balance and survivability issues, present new importance in what is reflected when considering new performance metrics in VONE approaches. Only three works [27] - [29] are focused on energy saving methods for VONE problem.
To conclude this section, Table 5 summarizes the main publications found in the literature that are concerned with Survivability, Reconfiguration, Energy Saving, Multicast and Multi-domain aspects. Besides, only two articles used metaheuristic methods [12] , [21] for the resolution of VONE problem with multicast traffic. Clearly, a lot of research opportunities arises from Table 5 .
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a survey of current works on the Virtual Optical Network Embedding (VONE) problem, which tries to optimize the allocation process of multiple virtual optical networks over an available physical optical infrastructure. Important aspects of this problem were discussed, as the modeling and restrictions that usually are applied in VONE problem formulation. We have also described the differences between the objectives of a single VNR allocation, and the performance metrics for evaluating the global VONE process.
It should be underlined that this survey focuses mainly on algorithmic aspects of VONE problem, analyzing joint optimization and virtualization of IT resources in distributed datacenters and optical network resources. In this sense, we have also compared VONE formulation with other optimization problems related to optical networks, and some issues that are usually treated jointly with VONE, as network resilience and energy savings.
As a main contribution of this work, a novel taxonomy of the VONE approaches was presented, taking into account four different dimensions: (1) the type of physical optical network (fixed grid networks/flex grid networks); (2) whether the lightpath continuity constraint is observed or not (transparent/opaque networks); (3) the VONE version (online/offline VONE problem), and (4) the optimization method used (exact, heuristic or meta-heuristic strategies).
Clearly, there are several open challenges related to VONE problem as it can be seen in Table 4 . Even more, the relation among VON request objectives and VONE global performance metrics should be still studied in more details, even in a pure multi-objective context. There are only a few works that study multicast VONE, despite the increasing importance of applications like video on demand. Virtual network embedding over optical multi-domain networks also require more study, to improve world-wide use of VONE strategies in the established cloud computing world.
Consequently, several VONE areas above analyzed still need more research and it seems that they will receive an increasing attention in coming years. 
